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Workplace is delighted to present Ellipsis, Laura Lancaster’s 4 solo exhibition at our Gateshead gallery.
Lancaster’s recent paintings are based upon her collection of found anonymous home movies. The
incorporation of moving image into her work marks a significant departure for Lancaster. Her new
paintings explore the cinematic and the temporal contained with the found image whilst, simultaneously,
the depiction of the physical film as object opens up the painting process itself allowing for a deeper
investigation into the mechanics of images, and the way in which they are created and consumed.
In all the works, evidence of the film as an object is visible, in the sprocket holes and marks left on the
film, referring to its mechanical, functional characteristics. These elements disrupt the coherence of the
images highlighting their constructed nature. These devices also force the abstract and the figurative to
exist on the same picture plane and allow for this dialogue to take place more overtly within my
practice." (Laura Lancaster, 2015)
The exhibition title Ellipsis refers to a continuity-editing device used in filmmaking. An ellipsis in narrative
leaves out a portion of the story, often to condense time, or to allow the viewer to fill in the missing
narrative with their imagination. Lancaster’s series of large diptychs extract the first and last frame from
a film and place them one above the other, literally only showing the beginning and the end. The notion
of movement and time is also present in Lancaster’s recent painting installations comprised of multiple
images taken from a sequence of frames from a film. Threshold 2015 is made up of 24 individual
paintings, with a single super-8 film frame as its source. Hung sequentially, the paintings represent one
second of footage based on the cinematic frame rate of 24 frames per second. Threshold focuses upon
the dichotomy of stillness and movement, the animate and the inanimate inherent within the painted film
still.
The repetition of the figure in this work restates its own artificial, constructed nature over and over
again... This split second of recorded time is analyzed and revisited throughout the painting process
and as a result my presence is woven into the temporality of the film, as an unseen observer.
(Laura Lancaster, 2015)
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